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Abstract

In this paper, Step algorithm to solve positive integer type linear programming problems with two variables and n linear constraints is proposed. Classical methods to solve integer programming problems are branch and bound method and Gomory’s cutting plane algorithm. Manual solution by both these methods is tedious and tiring. Moreover, to get multiple optima through branch and bond method, it is required to select different branch and need to solve for that particular branch. While in Gomory’s cutting plane algorithm, it is required to solve the problem again with different sets of iterations to have multi optima. Disadvantages of branch and bond method and Gomory’s cutting plane method give motivation to develop Step algorithm. Proposed method i.e. step algorithm works on the principle that in linear programming problem optimum solution always lies on the boundary of feasible region in maximization as well as in minimization problem. Furthermore, step algorithm is less complex and can give multi-optima solution in one go. To test the effectiveness of step algorithm few instances of integer programming problem with two variables are experimented. Obtained results prove that step algorithm is more efficient, easy and less time consuming.
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1. Introduction

The algorithm is constructed to solve positive integer type linear programming problems with two variables and \( n \) linear constraints. By word positive integer type, it is meant that the solution will focus on first quadrant of graph and will have integer values for both the variables. It is only applicable for two variables as the algorithm involves plotting one variable on x-axis and other on y-axis on graph. It can accommodate any number of linear constraints, as the number of constraints combine to give a feasible region in the graph. It is applicable on both types of problems, whether it be maximisation, or it be minimisation.

The principle behind this algorithm is that for linear programming type problems, the optimum solution always lies on the border of feasible region. Following the above principle, the algorithm tries to follow the boundary of feasible region. This happens such that it resembles the steps in case of solving for integers. For maximisation type of problem, the step-down algorithm is followed as it starts from y-axis and tries to reach x-axis. For minimisation type of problem, the step-up algorithm is followed as it starts from x-axis and tries to reach y-axis.

2. Algorithm

The algorithm has three sub algorithms. The First one is named as general part. The Second and Third are part A and part B respectively. The general part is to be followed by all the problems. At the end of general part there are three outcomes: (a) either follow Part A algorithm (b) either follow Part B algorithm (c) either stop with general part and solution is obtained.

In algorithm, to begin with, the linear objective function with two variables is required. This objective function should also have number of linear constraints including the constraint of positivity. The proceeding step is to plot x-axis and y-axis on a graph paper such that one unit on graph is equal to one integer value. Then by plotting all the constraints, a feasible region is found. Feasible regions are of two types; bounded and unbounded. The algorithm then divides path into two depending on type of feasible region.

In case of unbounded region, check whether problem is of maximisation of objective function or it is of minimisation of objective function. For unbounded region and case of maximisation of objective function, the solution lies at infinity and the maximum answer is also infinite. Now for case of minimisation, there arises the need to follow Part B algorithm, and end general algorithm.

In case of Bounded region, there lies two possibilities, either the case is of maximisation of objective function or it is the case of minimisation of objective function. For maximisation of objective function in case of bounded region, there arises the need to exit general algorithm and follow Part A algorithm to obtain the solution.

In case of minimisation in bounded region, there are three cases possible; either (a) both the co-efficient in objective function are positive (b) Co-efficient of x is positive and y is negative (c) Co-efficient of y is positive and x is negative. The case of both the negative co-efficient is not considered as this type of problem becomes the problem of maximisation with a sign change. If both the co-efficient are positive, then the solution lies at Origin and the answer is 0. If co-efficient of x is negative and y is positive, the answer lies at the greatest integer point on x-axis in the feasible region. If co-efficient of y is negative and x is positive, the answer lies at the greatest integer point on y-axis in the feasible region. With this there comes the end of general part algorithm.
To begin with Part A, select the greatest integer point on y-axis in the feasible region. Evaluate the value of objective function at that point and list down that point as well as the value of objective function at that point. Now move one unit right along x-axis at same level of y-axis. After every movement on the graph, always check whether the y coordinate of new point is negative or positive. If it is negative, then the algorithm ends at that point.
point; and if it is positive then the algorithm goes ahead. Going ahead, for new point, check whether the point is in the feasible region or not. If the newly obtained point is in the region, then evaluate objective function at that point and list down the point as well as the value of objective function at that point. If the new obtained point is not in the region, then there is need to do step down process. Step down process is to move one step down along y-axis from the same point. Now another point is obtained, such that the shape formed in the graph will resemble a single step of stairs. Now the process of checking in the region needs to be repeated. If the newly obtained point is in the region, then again evaluate objective function at that point and list down the point as well as the value of objective function at that point. If not in the region, perform step down process again. This loop goes on until, the Y coordinate of the newly obtained point is negative. Now from the list of all the points and their evaluations; find the maximum value. The point at which maximum value lies is the solution for our integer type linear programming problem, and the maximum value corresponding to it is the optimum solution. There may be the case where in the list multiple maximum values are found. Such case is the case of multiple optima. All the points where optimum solution is available, are obtained in one go. This is the advantage of this method over other traditional methods. Also, in manual manner this algorithm is easy to perform.
Figure 2. Part A algorithm
Figure 3. Part B algorithm

Now for Part B algorithm, the process remains similar to Part A algorithm, just the difference is that in Part A, the step-down rule was followed but now in Part B step-up will be followed. The critical difference is that in Part A, the movement was from y-axis toward x-axis and in case of Part B, the movement will be from x-axis to y-axis. And also, in Part A algorithm, the solution was made for bounded region, but in Part B algorithm, the solution is for unbounded region.
As Part B algorithm is for unbounded region, there are chances that solution for minimisation may approach infinity on negative side. If in objective function, any one co-efficient has negative sign, then the solution will approach to infinity on negative side. Now select the smallest integer point on x-axis in the feasible region. Evaluate the value of objective function at that point and list down the point as well as the solution of objective function at that point. Next is to move one unit left on the x-axis, keeping level of y constant. Check whether the x-coordinate of newly obtained point is positive or negative. If it is negative, then the algorithm ends, and if it is positive, proceed further. Proceeding further, check whether the newly obtained point is in the region or not. If the point is in the region, then evaluate the value of objective function at that point and list down that point as well as the value of objective function at that point. If the point is not in the region, move one unit up along y-axis, keeping x-coordinate constant. If still the new point is not in the region, repeat the same process again. This process is called step-up, as it will resemble step of staircase. When the new point is in the region, stop and evaluate the value of objective function, as well as list down the point and value of objective function at that point. If the point is not in the region, move one unit up along y-axis, keeping y-coordinate constant. If the point is in the region, evaluate; if not in the region, move up one unit, following the algorithm.

Run in the loop, till the algorithm ends. After the end of algorithm, from the list of points and their evaluations, find the most minimum value. It can be said that the solution of minimisation lies at that point and the corresponding solution is the answer. There may be the possibility that there is multiple optimum solution. This case is evaluated easily by this algorithm. Select all the points where the minimum value is obtained.

3. Illustrations

3.1 Illustration 1-
Maximise \( Z = x + y; \) With the constraints \( x \geq 0; \ y \geq 0; \ 2x + 5y \leq 16; \ 6x + 5y \leq 30 \)

Solution – After plotting all the constraints, it was found that problem is of bounded type. It will follow General part algorithm and then will enter Part A algorithm.

![Figure 4. Solution graph for Illustration 1](image-url)
• List of the points and their evaluations
  ➢ (0,3) → 3
  ➢ (1,2) → 3
  ➢ (2,2) → 4
  ➢ (3,2) → 5
  ➢ (3,1) → 4
  ➢ (4,1) → 5
  ➢ (5,0) → 5

This is the case of multiple optima, the maximum solution lies at (3,2), (3,1) and (5,0) and the maximum answer is 5.

3.2 Illustration 2 –

Minimise \( Z = 5x + 4y \); With constraints \( x \geq 0; \ y \geq 0; \ 3x + 2y \geq 5; \ 2x + 3y \geq 7 \)

Solution – After plotting all the constraints, it was found that this is the case of unbounded region. The problem will follow General part algorithm and then it will enter Part B algorithm.

Figure 5. Solution graph for Illustration 2
• List of Points and their evaluations
  - (4,0) → 20
  - (3,1) → 19
  - (2,1) → 14
  - (1,2) → 13
  - (0,3) → 12

The Minimum solution lies at (0,3) and the minimum solution is 12.

4. Conclusion
For solving positive-integer type-linear programming problem (ILPP) with two variables and n linear constraints; the new algorithm is developed in this paper. The algorithm is developed on the principle that, solution for ILPP type of problems always lie in the proximity of boundary of feasible region. Comparing this algorithm with existing methods, this algorithm is easy to solve manually. And also this algorithm gives multiple optimum solution in one go, where as in existing methods, multiple iterations are required in case of multiple optimum solutions.
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